Time to Speak Out – Libya and “Innocence of
Muslims” Film
Posted on September 14, 2012
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Dear Alliance Supporters,
With all that has happened this week in Libya and across the Middle East, many of us are left
feeling that those on the fringe are speaking for all of us. Whether it is the group who made a film
that denigrates the Prophet of Islam or those behind the brutal killing of 4 people at a consulate
in Benghazi, they do not represent us.
While the media focuses only on the most extreme views, the rest of us don’t get a fair hearing.
Many of our leaders aren’t listening either. In fact, some are using this as an opportunity to divide
all of us along religious lines.!That’s not responsible leadership.
While we stand for freedom of speech, using our freedom to humiliate others is not the way
forward. And, while we all believe in peaceful protest, violence is unacceptable.!The sanctity of
human life must always be respected.

So, we’re calling on all of you now to join us on Twitter under the hashtag #RepresentYourself
and speak out, so the rest of the world can hear. In the words of President Sampaio, “You are the
Alliance.”
Represent yourself to the world so your voice isn’t drowned out by a vocal and violent minority.!
Write blog posts, take pictures, film vlogs, and post them all with the hasthag #RepresentYourself.!
Encourage others to do the same.! Call for responsible leadership and responsible citizenship.
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